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SPACES FOR KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE : NEW WORLDS OF LEISURE

‘Will we soon experience the end of work? Are we tending towards a jobless future? Will we indulge in self-serviced and 
frictionless lives where algorithms anticipate our desires?’

This year we will continue our investigation of spaces for knowledge exchange as ‘New Words of Leisure’. Over the last 
two years, our interest has centered on the physical implications of information and communications technologies in the 
context of spaces for learning. As the Internet continues to infiltrate every sphere of life, the distinction between spaces 
for working, dwelling, learning and leisure is collapsing. While outsourcing, the robotisation of industry and the digitisation 
of services make the future of work increasingly uncertain, we will rethink spaces for leisure within the city. Avoiding the 
cliché of a commodified space of spectacle and consumption, we will instead concentrate on the political and humanistic 
function of leisure, defining ‘leisure’ itself as an existential project involving creative, physical, intellectual and social activ-
ity integral to the urban. Leisure as a source of réalisation that engages the fundamental essence of our being: enjoyment.

Diploma 17 prioritises the behavioral attributes of architectural form – their capacity to enact and affect participation, 
stimulate the corporal experience of space and enhance socialisation and the collective. We will develop architectural 
projects that engage a socio-political context, focusing on the coupling of leisure practices and other activities within the 
city. In Diploma 17, we encourage creative thinking that runs concurrent with formal and material experimentation as a 
way of negotiating our speculative ideas with the real.

Tamara Cubas, Multitud, 2012
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// UNIT APPROACH

Our unit’s approach is split between two main concerns: One concern has to do with designing architecture for its immanent 
corporality and experience and the other one with the politics of construction and a complete rethinking of building procedures. 

Over the last two years, our interest has centered on the physical implications of information and communications technologies 
in the context of spaces for knowledge exchange. The massive digitization of the world is challenging us to assign new meanings 
to physical space and to redefine the changing notion of what is a common. Jean Piaget’s epistemological theory of Constructiv-
ism is a theory of knowledge that argues that we generate knowledge and meaning from an interaction between our experi-
ences and our ideas. The unit aims to investigate architectural form as a fundamental social framework for knowledge exchange.

IMMANENT CORPORALITY

“Man is nothing else but what he purposes, he exists only in so far as he realises himself, he is therefore nothing else but the 
sum of his actions, nothing else but what his life is.”Jean-Paul Sartre. Existentialisme is a humanisme. 1946

As a unit we are interested in the socio-political role of architectural and infrastructural form. We prioritise the behavioral attri-
butes of architectural space for its capacity to enact and affect participation, to materialize relational spaces and to re-position 
the body as a sensual one through action and corporal experience. In a period of exacerbated digital solitude, we believe archi-
tecture has to be thought of as an anchoring point in the real, providing spaces for effective coexistence as well as a primordial 
means of escape from our commodified digital lives. Claude Parent in his “function of the oblique” argues that by destabilising 
the body through the use of the oblique plane, the body is confronted with a dialectic between the effort to climb up and a 
potential to let go. The body cannot relieve itself from its environment but rather is fully engaged with the real. 

As the Internet continues to infiltrate every sphere of life, the distinction between spaces for working, dwelling, learning and 
leisure is collapsing, affecting the way we design and experience boundaries in architecture. This increase in informal use of 
space and radical changes in occupancy suggest new ergonomic strategies in architecture. The characterization of space through 
function doesn’t matter that much anymore. What is more important today is for architecture to address the coexistence of a 
multiplicity of activities and timeframes within one space and to provide a clear spatial framework for both acts of socialization 
and solitude. 

The primary context for our projects is the disciplinary knowledge of architecture as well as the socio-technological condition in 
which we live in. Projects in the unit will address and respond to contemporary issues and will prioritise experiential and organ-
isational strategies as the socio-political and ethical framework for living in society.

Patricia de Osma, 2016
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Tomas Saraceno, black flag series.
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DIGITAL CONSTRUCTIVISM: ‘MAKING OF’ 

 “What we do depends on who we are, but it is necessary to add also that we are, to a certain extent, what we do”. Henry 
Bergson. Creative Evolution.

The unit is interested in the notion of digital constructivism and highly engaged in the ‘making of’ new building processes 
able to deliver multiple projects. Constructivism holds that learning can happen most effectively when people are active 
in making tangible objects in the real world. The act of ‘form giving’, which is inherent to any material manipulation, is 
disrupting our normative habits and offers possibilities for the unknown while allowing us to escape standardisation. The 
actions and the pleasure we obtain out of making and practicing ideas are central to our unit ‘s work ethic.

If what we value most is architecture’s spatial experience, then we need to engage in the politics of its construction. The 
industrialization of architecture has been a major proposition of the modern movement. The synergy between modernist 
architects and industry enabled to provide housing for millions and to improve the quality of life for people living previ-
ously in slums, suffering re-location after the war or following de-colonisation. But the standardization produced by build-
ing codes and the industrialization of architectural elements has unfortunately resulted in architect’s role being gradually 
reduced to product specification, project management and submissive to industrial interests. 

In the unit, although we are technology alert, we continuously question and reassess contemporary design techniques. As 
architects, our knowledge or ignorance of the tools we use tends to determine our creative capacity, our range of refer-
ences and ultimately condition our design decisions. A very popular principle in the Silicon Valley is the idea of “Frictionless 
learning”. It assumes that all learning today should be seamless and comfortable, reducing effort and ultimately limiting 
our freedom to imagine the new. In architecture, the combined effect of image over abundance over the internet and 
the impact of simplified computer software such as some cad programs is inducing knowledge standardization. Concur-
rently, architectural thinking and technique is expanding to new territories such as public art, gaming, cinema and fashion. 
Therefore it is important for the unit to promote skillfulness as a catalyst for imagination and creativity in search of latent 
territories for design.

Naida Iljazovic, 2016
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NEW WORLDS OF LEISURE 

“To kill the time, which kills us second by second, there will be shows and theatrical performances always and always” Paul 
Lafargue. The right to be lazy. 1883

This year, we will continue our investigation of ‘Spaces for Knowledge Exchange’ but will be focusing more specifically on 
‘Spaces for enjoyment and leisure’. The word leisure, σχολή (skholi) in ancient Greek, meant simultaneously leisure, rest, 
philosophy and school. Leisure and play are commonly understood as the antithesis to work; a non-productive activity or 
freedom from a certain group of obligations. 

Until the industrial revolution, there was no real separation between work and leisure in the way we understand it to-
day. In the 18th century, the average working week was 75 hours. With the advent of the industrial revolution and the 
complexification of our production processes, our time and lives have become functionally partitioned, normated and 
governed by law. The idea of ‘leisure’ was born as a consequence of regulating working time. The last century and the 
rise of the welfare state saw the emergence of paid holidays, pensions, the 8 hour workday and the weekly working hours 
between 35 and 42hours. Paul Lafargue with his seminal book ‘The right to laziness’, was in opposition to the dominant 
debates and fights for labour laws. For him, the “religion of work” knows little resistance. To accept today that we need to 
work more is ’to accept to be more competent and enduring slaves’. 

Paradoxically today, the rapid development of the internet has diluted the distinction between work and leisure infiltrat-
ing every sphere of life. The self-service or self-sufficient economy such as unpaid work within the domestic, that’s nei-
ther taxed nor monitored, is generating new practices ambiguously situated between work and leisure such as bricolage, 
growing your own food, self-editing your own book, building your own furniture. Concurrently, we can observe both 
widespread work obsolescence and the deregulation of working hours. Outsourcing, the digitization of services and mass 
robotisation are threatening millions of jobs in all sectors. Are we therfore going to experience the end of work? Are we 
tending towards a jobless future? Will we indulge in self-serviced and frictionless lives where algorithms will anticipate 
and condition our desires?’

Armin Linke, Cool Pains
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Leisure has been used as an instrument of manipulation to serve both political and mercantile goals. With the rise of dic-
tatorships in Europe in the early 20th century, leisure became an instrument of propaganda through the development of 
tourism. In order to shape public opinion, Mussolini followed by Metaxas and Franco promoted infrastructural develop-
ment, new hospitality typologies and heritage laws in order to promote nationalistic themes. Leisure has artificially been 
hypertrophied by mass media creating mass leisure, mass culture and mass entertainment.  Through extreme marketing 
campaigns, we have been gradually persuaded that in order to go for a walk we needed special boots and high tech cloth-
ing. As in Guy Debords ‘society of spectacle’, the desire for contentment and pleasure, have paradoxically become  associ-
ated with deceiving commercial and ideological traps.

We will be investigating the complex interrelation between work, leisure, play and enjoyment. As the future of work is 
increasingly uncertain, the space of leisure becomes a critical territory and one that is in need of a project. As a unit, we 
will emphasise the role of leisure as a form of a physical, artistic, intellectual, or social activity liberated from consumerism. 
Within this condition, the unit will speculate on what new worlds of leasure might mean.

Spatiovore, New Babylon, Constant Nieuwenhuys  195850x50 pillow, Ant Farm 1970.
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// PHASE 1

NEW WORLDS OF LEISURE                          Week 1-10 / Term 1

During this phase, you will be aiming to discover your subjects of interest that will evolve in your yearlong project briefs 
through disruptive interrogations, creative explorations and provocative visions for  ‘new world of leisure’ as you imagine 
them. We will start with an intuitive search /inventory of contemporary leisure activities and their associated spaces fo-
cusing on indoor, urban and collective experiences.  Through a thorough analysis of 2 very contemporary leisure activities 
confronted with 2 related historical precedents, we will be seeking to formulate the essence of these places and activities, 
revealing the important paradoxes and questions that those scenarios generate, desacralising the glamour through a deep 
understanding of their socio-political foundations. 

We will investigate hybrid occupancies through precedents such as the leasure programs within the Salines de chaux (by 
Claude Nicolas Ledoux), Sesc Pompeia civic center(by Lina Bobardi), new babylon’s yellow sector (Constant), but also the 
garden of epicurius  or communal kitchens in the Soviet Union. You will be gathering programmatic and spatial information 
as well as data about human actions and behavior through diagrams and photography.

During these couple of days, you will be expected to setup an initial brief and subject hypothesis as well as a conceptual 
framework in which your project will be evolving. Within this framework, everything will be re-thought, re-interpreted and 
re-constructed creating a playful shift in our reading of the cliché within your selected leisure practices. Through a series of 
photomontages, you will be speculating on new ways of looking at these spaces, activities and social groups.

Important dates:
Pin up: Tuesday 04/10/2016 @ 10:30

Thomas Mailaender, 2016 Bazaar, Giovannetti, 1969, divano componibile (foto C. Toraldo di Francia)
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GROUND FORMATIONS                    Week 2 – 3 
/ Term 1

“After the separation of partitions or vertical walls generating the classic opposition of front and rear, the oblique and 
horizontal floorings no longer set off the above and under, that is, the surfaces and the undersides of the surfaces. Thus, 
the artificial floor becomes an actual “floor to be lived on” – a living ground. 
Claude Parent and Paul Virillo, Architecture Principe, éd. de l’Imprimeur,1997, p.8

During the entire first term, we will be focusing on design experimentation. You will be producing a series of experiments 
to construct and develop an understanding of the performative and behavioral qualities of space through the use of the 
ground plane and its ability to stimulate the body with a particular focus on the production of a variety of space for col-
lective gathering as well as solitude. The form making should respond to a precise set of criteria relating to your chosen 
activities, program specificities and desirable spatial qualities.

We will be developing a series of surface studies with the use of digital design tools, making physical models using CNC 
cutting and thermoforming. The purpose of this phase is to design a geometrical set of elements made of programmatic 
sub-spaces. We will be experimenting with surface formation techniques, through folding, pinching, splitting, stepping, 
terracing, cracking, creating voids, blending, bending, that will form the premises of a distinct vocabulary.

Important dates:
Pin up: Thursday 13/10/2013 @ 10:30

Patricia de Osma, 2016 Nikos Klimentidis, 2014
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CONCEPTUAL  BEGINNINGS            Week 3 – 10 / Term 1
 
The last decade’s rapid expansion of information technologies and transportation networks has diluted the distinction 
between working, living and leisure affecting the way we design and experience boundaries in architecture. What has be-
come more critical today is to develop an understanding of the seamless interconnection between those nomadic activi-
ties and how they interfere with the common. One of the key questions for architects today is to develop new briefs and 
assign new meanings to physical space in response to those radical changes in occupancy. 

Your projects will evolve from a conceptual landscape of encounters, exaltation, events, play, and discovery, to more com-
plex urban organisations. We will explore geometrical integration as a way to synthesise into one form, spatial experience, 
environmental performance, structure, ergonomics and circulating. Through prototyping and continuous critical assess-
ment, we will be revisiting double curved spatialities such as shell structures, tensile structures and pneumatics through 
innovative materials and new constructive strategies. 

During the year we will address the versatile notion of common space and the conditions by which architectural form 
can help shape the relationship between the individual and the collective. We will be looking at the implications of the 
increase in informal use of space and hybrid occupancy on architectural design and will aim to integrate new ergonomic 
considerations, far from the normative principles of Modulor or Neufert. 

In Unit 17, we are interested in the process of active perception by inviting people to participate or to transform their envi-
ronment. This year, a greater emphasis will be put on the organisational principles of the project which will be developed 
concurrently with a clear spatial vocabulary. During the entire term your investigations will be supported by project based 
digital design workshops, seminars, collective readings and group discussions. At the end of the term, you should be able 
to demonstrate theoretical ambition, sufficient contextual knowledge in combination with a clear spatial and organisa-
tional project.

Important dates:
Pin-up 1: Thursday 27/10
Pin-up 2: Thursday 10/11
Final Crit:  Wednesday 30/11

Yu Zheng, 2015
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Win Assakul, 2014

Nailu Chen, 2016
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// DIGITAL TOOLS - WORKSHOPS

A series of workshops will help the development of your proposals during term 1 and 2. The unit will be supported by spe-
cialists that will introduce you to a series of digital techniques such as after effects, Nurbs modelling in Rhino, Subdivision 
modeling, Grasshopper as well as some plugins such as rhino vault and kangaroo. Concurrently with the development of 
your designs, a series of key manufacturing techniques will be presented through project precedents as well as material 
samples that will inspire you in defining your own constructive and material strategies culminating in the development of 
your  technical thesis.

> Ground Formations
Workshop 1: Subdivision modelling to CNC milling and thermoforming
> Spaces of leisure
Workshop 2: structural modelling: Rhino VAULT 
Workshop 3: rendering and after effects

// TS 5

At the end of term1, you will set out the technical ambitions of the project as inseparable from the development of your 
design thesis. As an architectural laboratory, we will constantly discuss the impact of design and fabrication technologies 
on the collaborative structure of architectural practice as well as new approaches to craftsmanship that allow us to escape 
the normative forces of standardisation. This year’s TS will emphasize the role of innovative material technology and new 
constructive procedures. We will be going for late submission.

Important dates:
Interim Jury: w9-Term 2
Final Submission: 25/04

Di Zhan, 2016
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Nailu Chen, 2016
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// UNIT TRIPS              Term 1

PARIS                                                  Week 6 of term 1 / 3 days

We will be going on a short trip to Paris to attend cultural events of the Festival d’automne such as the work of El Conde 
Torrefiel, the Magritte exhibition at the Centre Pompidou, the tino Sehgal show at the Palais de Tokyo  and the Mexican 
avant-garde at the Grand Palais. 

Bacardi factory, Felix Candela

El Conde Torrefiel, La posibilidad que desaparece frente al paisaje, 2015

MEXICO                               week 12 / Term 1

During our fieldtrip to Mexico we will immerse ourselves in the dense urban fabric and its 24-hour lifestyle of progressive 
anarchy. We will be studying and discussing prominent projects from the last century to today, looking at work from impor-
tant figures through theoretical and historical enquiries and site visits. Our visits will include projects such as the Bacardi 
Factory and the restaurant Manantiales by Felix Candela, Bibliotheca Vasconcelos by Alberto Kalach, Luis Baraggan’s house 
and studio the bibliotheca Central and many more. Beside architecture we will visit Mexico’s vibrant art scene but also 
more discreet places of the music and wrestling scene to experience the dynamism of the Mexican metropolis.

restaurant Manantiales , Felix Candela
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The objective is to establish clear contextual limits, gather all necessary constraints and references for your projects in order to 
develop a solid conceptual framework for your thesis. During this phase you will collect, map, analyse and curate all relevant 
documentation to support your research questions, providing you greater control over your argument. You will be producing a 
photobook in addition to a documentation book. This will include Intensive examination and engagement with new practices of 
leisure, emerging modes of social behaviors. You will map and analyse all related data (quantitative, qualitative, spatial analysis) 
with a focus on underrepresented information and applying criticism towards dominant information.

During this study, it is crucial that you use a variety of “perspectives” to understand your observations and to question the norm. 
In order to discuss the conceptual and theoretical questions of your project, we will ask you to work on two parallel and inter-
related fronts. One focusing on socio-cultural conditions and the other on spatial qualities.

1/ Depart from a real-life case study of a very concrete reality. It can be a fact, a daily action, a routine, a journalistic piece, a 
historical record, an event, a tweet on the Internet. From this event, you will need to extract and discuss a much broader issue 
related to architecture, through critical enquiry, thorough documentation and analysis.  

2/ Select one precise ‘architectural aspect’ related to your topic from a relevant reference such as its conceptual premise, its 
internal spatial organisation or a specific aspect of its constructive method. You will demonstrate an understanding of how these 
architectural ideas can be disseminated through a variety of means including buildings, drawings and writing. This will include 
the collection and production of diagrams, comparative studies, existing site drawings and maps and quality photos.

Important dates:
Hand-in Term 2: Monday 12/01
Hand-in Term 3: Wednesday 26/0

3 // CONTEXT             Winterbreak and Easterbreak

Alexander Gronsky, Pastoral.
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//PHASE 2

URBAN DEPLOYMENT                                         Week 1 – 11 / Term 2

The second phase will be focusing on the structuring and consolidation of the conceptual strategies developed in term 

one. You will be deploying speculative urban-to-tectonic proposals that respond critically to a specific socio-political and 

ethical issue. We will explore possibilities of incomplete planning, challenge notions of hierarchy, hybrid or non-deter-

mined functionalities and experiment with strategies of regrouping and permeability between activities.  

A key area of investigation will be to address the versatile notion of common space and the conditions by which archi-

tectural form can affect the relationship between the collective and the individual. A shared space based a multiplicity of 

aspirations as in Spinoza’s idea of plurality of singularities’.

 

We will reimagine the organization and experience of spaces for leisure in the city, conceived beyond institutional frame-

works. Using the city as the infrastructural, social as well as knowledge apparatus. Our  goal is to propose new leisure 

spaces and public modes of engagement with the city that are based on collective and individual action and spaces of 

hybridized occupancy. We will focus on the design of mixed-use leisure infrastructure that couples leisure spaces with dif-

ferent activities of the city. 

Important Dates:

Group Discussion: Tuesday 19/01

Pin-up: Wednesday 01/02

Final Jury drawings: Wednesday 22/02

4th Y Preview: 14-15/03

5th Y Preview: 22-23/03

Yuyu He, 2016
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// PHASE 3

RADICAL REALISMS                               Week 1 – 6 / Term 3

During the final part of the year, we will be focusing on the expression and communication of your proposals through a 
few key large photo assemblages and drawings, films and immersive physical models. We will be aiming to capture the 
proposal’s essence while consciously manipulating the seductive and captivating power of the image. We will be discuss-
ing critically issues of architectural communication: the balance between the drawing as creative act “the making of’, the 
drawing as an instructional instrument and the drawing as embodiment of ideas.

1/ On the one hand, we will invite you to develop a critical understanding of the influence on your creative process of the 
different communication tools and formats you use such as: cad drafting techniques, iPads / iPhones, publications, the 
size of your screen or the school’s table format. The objective is to build up total awareness of the influences of the tools, 
the representational conventions, the architectural production processes and the way of communicating. Ultimately the 
objective will be to use deliberately and polemically the references and influences during the communication process.

2/ On the other hand we will aim to express ‘new realisms’. To tackle the project’s representation with the aim of develop-
ing a disturbing closeness with reality, targeting the complicity and friction between the object and the objective. We will 
be experimenting with perception and playful semiotic strategies between image and written text.

Important dates:

Final Jury: Wednesday 17/05

Preview 4th Y: 6-7/06

Preview 5th Y: 14-15/06 

Daniel Christiansen, 2014 Jonathan Cheng, 2016
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Montaigne, Michel de. The complete essays
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Pfaller, Robert. On the Pleasure Principle in Culture: Illusions without Owners. London/New York: Verso
Rifkin, Jeremy. The End of Work - The Decline of the Global Labor Force and the Dawn of the Post-Market Era
Sartre, Jean-Paul. Existentialism
Sennett, Richard. The uses of disorder.
Sennett, Richard. Together: The rituals, pleasures and politics of co-operation
Skinner, B.F. Beyond Freedom and Dignity.
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Wigley, Mark. Constant’s New Babylon: the hyper architecture of desire

Unit Staff

Dora Sweijd and Theo Sarantoglou Lalis are the founders of LASSA, an international architecture studio with offices in Lon-
don and Brussels. They have lectured internationally, led workshops and taught undergraduate studios at Chalmers and 
LTU in Sweden. LASSA operates at the intersection between the fields of art, technology and social science. 

LASSA was shortlisted for a number of internationnal awards including the 2012 Chernikov award. In 2010, LASSA was 
awarded a REA European research grant for COELUX, an advanced lighting system, in partnership with world leading spe-
cialists as well as research institutions throughout Europe and Switzerland. 

Dora and Theo have been teaching at the AA since 2009 and have run architecture and urban design workshops in Bel-
gium, Brasil, China, Iran the US and Sweden. Prior to founding LASSA, Theo and Dora worked in Brussels, London and New 
York. Theo received his masters from the Bartlett and is a registered architect at the ARB since 2003. Dora received her 
masters from the Bartlett and is a registered architect in Belgium. 


